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(Three rounds – three minutes each) 

Each member of the team receives a worksheet on which to write the best take for a set Numero® 

challenge. The worksheets provide space for working as well as for writing the final answer. On ‘go’, 

competitors have three minutes during which to find the best answer. No conferring is allowed. 

 

(Three rounds – four minutes each) 

The team is given one worksheet on which to write the answer for a set Numero® challenge, and a bag 

containing the cards to be used in the challenge. On ‘go’, the team has four minutes during which to find 

the best answer. 

 

(Two rounds – 10 minutes each) 

Two members of each team stay at their table at diagonally opposite corners. The other two move to other 

tables, so that each player will play someone from a different team (from a different school, if possible). 

Each pair is given a pre-shuffled pack and a score sheet. The ‘home’ player deals and play commences. On 

call of ‘time up’, play must stop immediately. Players ignore all cards in their hands, in the centre and in the 

deck, and simply count the cards in their winning pile. Players then check each other’s count before writing 

their totals on the sheet. (If players were able to play quickly and finished before time, the game should end 

as per standard Numero® rules – an official will oversee these endings!) For the second round, the ‘guest’ 

players move to another table. Pairs are given a new pre-shuffled pack. This time, the guests deal. 

 

(Two rounds – five minutes each) 

Only one row of desks at a time compete – the other rows spectate and cheer for their friends. On the wall 

in front of each table will be a board with a fabric backing, on which velcroed cards can stick. At the foot of 

each board will be a stack of large cards with velcro on the back, a bag of the same cards (‘normal’ sized), 

and a team worksheet. 

On ‘go’, the front two players (these are the runners – who should start with their chairs facing each other, 

knees pointing towards each other so they are sitting sideways), run to their board, quickly running the 

small cards back to the table, and setting out the challenge on the board with the large cards (the hand 

should be set out high and the centre low). They then return to their table with the worksheet. 
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The team then works as a group to find the best take. Once they have completed the answer sheet, the 

runners take turns putting the cards on the board, relay style. The last runner must take the sheet with 

them, and, along with the answer card, hold it up and shout ‘Numero®’. Points are awarded for the number 

of cards, order of finishing and an extra five points will be won by the first team to score the top or equal 

top take of each round. 

• Remember, you can only use one number card from the hand, and this must be your answer. 
 

• Find an easy take quickly and jot it down so you have a backup in case you run out of time while 

looking for something better. 
 

• Start by adding the number cards in the centre to see whether the total will work easily with the 

wild cards. 
 

• Make sure you only use each card once – mark them off on the sheet as you use them (you’d be 

surprised how often people accidently use the same card twice or use a number card from their 

hand in the calculation). 
 

• If playing a team game, listen to every member – sometimes someone will see a problem or a 

solution that the others don’t. 
 

• If you have time at the end, double-check your answer. When working as a team, all players should 

individually check answers if there is time. 
 

• Always circle your preferred answer in the working out area of the worksheet, just in case you don’t 

have time to write it down properly in the ‘best move’ area, or in case you make an error when 

writing out your ‘best move’. The scorers will give you the benefit of any doubt, if at all possible. 
 

• If playing the Scramble, make sure you complete the worksheet correctly as this is what is marked – 

not the board. 
 

• If playing the Scramble, don’t worry too much about displaying the answer on the board too quickly 

– worry more about writing the best answer you can on the worksheet. (Someone coming first with 

a three-card take will not receive more points than you finishing last with an eight-card take.) 

• Playing fast = picking up more cards = scoring more points for your team (even if you don’t win your 

game). 
 

• Use the wild cards. 
 

• Don’t discard wild cards unless you must, and then only the hardest (not all of them). 
 

• Discard the number cards that help you and/or won’t help your opponent. 
 

In the primary competition, ALL wild cards will be used, except ⅛, 1½, 2½, √, ³√, N² & N³. 
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A challenge is like one turn of a game: you have to take as many cards as you can with one number card 

from your hand. You can use as many cards from the centre and wild cards from your hand as you wish. 

 

Centre Hand 
          

12  13  1  7  ½   x2  x5  ⅟₁₀  6  10 
 

(i) Look for an easy take as a backup: 13 + 7 = 20, 20 x ½ = 10. (Win four cards.) 

(ii) Now, look for something better. 

(iii) Add the number cards in the centre: 12 + 13 + 1 + 7 = 33. (This is not a useful number with the wild cards 

available. 

(iv) Check for something useful in the wild cards. 

(v) The ⅟₁₀ looks possible, so try making multiples of 10 that can be broken down later: 

12 x 5 = 60, 13 + 7 = 20, 20 x 2 = 40, 40 + 60 = 100, 100 x ⅟₁₀ = 10. (Win six cards.) 

(vi) You could take with the 10 now, winning six cards, but you can still do better! 

(vii) Continuing on from the last build: 10 x ½ = 5, 5 + 1 = 6. 

(viii) To correctly write the answer, you must write it as a series of short number sentences: 

12 x 5 = 60 (leave) 

13 + 7 = 20 

20 x 2 = 40 

40 + 60 = 100 

100 x ⅟₁₀ = 10 

10 x ½ = 5 

5 + 1 = 6 

Take with 6 to win 9 cards. 

(ix) Always try to make your intentions clear for the scorers – they will give you the benefit of the doubt 

when they can. 

 

 

 

For any queries or assistance, please contact: 

Julie Richards, Numero® Specialist 

Independent Education & Training Pty Ltd (IETPL) 

Email: julie@ietpl.com.au 

Mobile: 0409 082 291 

 


